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1. Introduction

Since the last decades of the 20th century and due to the challenges of climate change, climatological and meteorological parameters have been in the focus of urban planning. Most of those studies assess the standard meteorological parameters associated with human thermal comfort such as air temperature, global radiation, wind velocity, relative humidity, or precipitation. However, if they are assessed just by themselves, the results are taken out of the human context and lose their original purpose. To put them into context, the application of complex and differentiated human bioclimate indices is needed. For the purpose of this study two of these indices have been applied to the meteorological conditions and the urban structures of Birobidzhan, the capital city of the Jewish Autonomous Region (JAR), the Russian Far East. In the course of a year this region experiences all facets of extreme meteorological conditions from arid cold to humid warm (Figure 1). This makes the region of the JAR extremely suitable for the purpose of analysing the impact of urban structures on the human thermal comfort assuming an intensification of extreme meteorological conditions in presently moderate climate areas, due to the global climate change. During the last 20 years the interest in the human thermal bioclimate has been rising due to great awareness of the influence of climate on our lives which is strongly connected to the public debate about climate change and its influence on everyday life. As a result of this development regions that are already under the influence of harsh climates are very interesting for analysis of climate change results.

The indices used for this study are the physiologically equivalent temperature (PET) based on the Munich Energy-balance Model for Individuals (MEMI) [1–3], displayed in degrees Celsius (°C) which makes it easy to comprehend and easy to be compared to other indices or measurement, and the universal thermal climate index (UTCI), also displayed in °C, which is based on a multinode human energy balance model for a more adaptive approach to extreme climate conditions.
[4, 5]. A selection of studies conducted in the JAR, and such concerning the topic of the human biometeorology, is displayed to show what has been done so far. Studies on this topic have been published since the late eighties [1, 6]. They show the development and application of PET based on the human energy balance model MEMI [1–3, 7, 8] and the RayMan model [9, 10] and the effect of outdoor comfort [11, 12] as well as the development of UTCI [5, 13, 14] and the underlying multinode model [4, 15–17]. In the following years, papers concerning the bioclimatic climate of the JAR, focusing on the efficiency of agricultural crop growing and outdoor recreation and tourism, were published [18–22]. These works are designed to find preferable outdoor activities or to quantify the influence of the regional climate on crop seasons and are usually based on daily and monthly climate data. This study aims to give an actual and accurate assessment of the human thermal bioclimate and to find preferable city structures or at least preferable inner city locations at any given time of day in the city of Birobidzhan using a high temporal resolution of meteorological data.

2. Area of Investigation

Birobidzhan is located close to the Chinese northern border at 48°N and 132°E (Figure 2) with a mean altitude of 76 m a.s.l. and is inhabited about 75,000 people on an area of 169 km². Even though the latitude coincides with a moderate climate by the climate in the Jewish Autonomous Region (JAR), of which Birobidzhan is the capital, is far from moderate. Its continental exposition leads to cold winters and warm summers. This effect is intensified by the influence of the summer monsoon and its close proximity to the Siberian high pressure field resulting in an annual variation in air temperature of up to 75°C in the course of six months in extreme cases. Due to this variation the annual course of the meteorological factors in this region shows great variability. From a mean maximum air temperature of about 26°C in July to −29°C in January and a monthly precipitation of 154 mm in August to 5 mm in February all facets of an extreme climate can be experienced.

Figure 1: Climate diagram for the Birobidzhan area (data source: http://worldweather.wmo.int/).

Figure 2: Regional and local position of Birobidzhan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Build-up</th>
<th>Vegetation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Street</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Methods

For the assessment of the human thermal bioclimate several indices have been developed over the last 50 years. Two thermal indices were used for this study, namely, the physiologically equivalent temperature (PET) and the universal thermal climate index (UTCI) [4, 15–17], both of which use the unit degrees Celsius and are based on models of human thermal balance. The meteorological data from the Birobidzhan WMO station (WMO index 31713) has been used as input for the calculation of the thermal indices, specifically the data for air temperature, wind velocity, wind direction, relative humidity, and cloud cover as a proxy value for the global radiation. These parameters have been recorded at the climate station in a three-hour interval, resulting in eight measuring points per day, for the 11-year period from 2000 to 2010.

Using this data and the RayMan model the thermal indices can be calculated [9, 10]. Additionally the obstacle parameters at three different locations within the city were put into the model to determine their influence on the human thermal bioclimate. All three locations are highly frequented by the local population, but they are very different in terms of their structural specifications. Information for all three locations is summarised in Table I. The terms used to describe “Build-up” and “Vegetation” are relative terms meant to compare the zones with each other. Pictures of the selected areas as well as fisheye pictures can be found in the appendix.

The meteorological data were made freely available via http://www.ogimet.com/ and were downloaded for the period from 2000 to 2010 in 3-hour intervals (01:00, 04:00, 07:00, 10:00, 13:00, 16:00, 19:00, and 22:00 local time). The availability of these meteorological measurements at eight points of time per day ensures a good temporal resolution of
the data. The data were initially available in SYNOP and had to be decoded to standard meteorological units. This was done using Microsoft Excel. All of the calculations and simulations in this study are based on the meteorological data obtained from this synoptic station and were modified only by the surrounding structures via obstacle files in RayMan which were based on maps of the city and local observation of the buildings. The general assumption for the transfer of the data is that air temperature and air humidity remain the same for the city and the rural station, and only wind speed, which is changed according to roughness, and radiation fluxes, which can be adjusted with the RayMan model, modify the indices.

4. Results

4.1. Physiologically Equivalent Temperature. The following section provides the results of PET in the context of the different building situations. It also includes its daily course for selected months in summer and winter. The overall results showed a great range of PET values being between summer and winter seasons as well as between the different zones. The general effect of the building situation on PET is visualized in Table 2. The specific dynamics for each zone are discussed in Section 5 of this paper.

Figure 3 shows the mean decadal distribution of PET values in Zone 1 during the year. The lowest values can be found in the time from the end of November to the beginning of March. The highest frequency of extremely low values (PET < −30.0°C) is in the second decade of January with an occurrence frequency of 27.7%. From the end of November until the midst of February PET values were not above 0.0°C as it is a period of constant frost. The highest PET values occur from the midst of June to the end of August. Values between 29.1°C and 41.0°C can be considered a fairly common phenomenon (about 14%). With occurrence frequencies of about 1% values between 41.1°C and 45.0°C occur rather rarely. With about 30.9% the first decade of August shows the highest occurrence frequency of comfortable PET values between 18.1°C and 23.0°C. Spring and autumn generally consist of PET values in the range of slight heat stress to extreme cold stress and require the most flexibility in terms of thermal adaptation. In the summer months of July, June, and August PET does not drop to values below 0.0°C.

Figure 4 shows the 2-dimensional daily and monthly courses of PET values in January and July, as an example for winter and summer, respectively. The y-axis shows the days of July and the x-axis shows the time steps according to the legend. The highest PET values can be expected towards the end of July around the 26th day and in general in the time between 13:00 and 16:00. During this time PET reaches values up to the range of 35.0°C to 41.0°C. The coolest times of the day are the ones in the early morning between 4:00 and 7:00. Here PET values range between 13.0°C and 18.0°C. In winter (January) PET drops to values below −30.0°C and in extreme cases even below −40.0°C creating extreme cold stress in terms of the human bioclimatic. These extremely low values can be expected in the midst of January (exemplary for winter) in the early morning hours between 4:00 and 7:00. In general the highest PET values in winter do not reach the 0.0°C mark but rather stay considerably lower. They can be expected in the time between 13:00 and 16:00. From 16:00 on, PET drops until it reaches its lowest value in the time around 7:00. During January PET does not vary much, but there is an accumulation of very low values in the time from the 10th to the 17th of January.

Zone 2 is less sheltered from solar radiation than zone 1 and therefore shows a tendency to have more extreme PET values. Since the climate data has been recorded at the same station the yearly change is the same as in zone 1, but its amplitude is different. With 29.4% the frequency of PET values below −30.0°C is about 2% higher than that in zone 1 (Figure 5). Still the winter months from the end of November until the end of February are consistently below 0.0°C, but the PET values are less extreme. In the summer months the occurrence frequency of comfortable PET values between 18.1°C and 23.0°C drops to 29.8%, that is, 1% lower in comparison to zone 1. The extremely high values that result in moderate to extreme heat stress increase in comparison. The frequency of values above 35.1°C does not increase much in a single-decade but rather occurs in more decades than it does in zone 1. In the summer season zone 2 displayed the same dynamics as zone 1, but there are more days with extreme PET values. Still the range leads up to about 41.0°C in the time between 13:00 and 16:00, but now these values can be found throughout the months. The coldest time of the day during July, used as an example, for summer is 4:00 with PET dropping to values around 10.0°C. The daily course follows the classic pattern with the highest PET values occurring shortly after the sun reaches its zenith. The monthly course
Figure 4: Monthly (along y-axis) and daily (along x-axis) dynamics of thermal comfort in winter (January) and summer (July) calculated with PET for Birobidzhan, zone 1.

Table 2: Mean number of days per year with PET values within a specific class for the 3 zones as well as the climate station in Birobidzhan (2000–2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PET (°C)</th>
<th>WMO station</th>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
<th>Zone 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;−30</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;−20</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>60.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;−10</td>
<td>117.2</td>
<td>113.0</td>
<td>114.6</td>
<td>113.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0</td>
<td>170.1</td>
<td>167.6</td>
<td>168.4</td>
<td>167.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15 ≤ X ≤ 30)</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(18 ≤ X ≤ 27)</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;29</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;35</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;41</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

does not show a very specific pattern but rather has an even distribution of values over the whole time with a few hotspots especially at 13:00. Winter in zone 2 displays a similar pattern as it does in zone 1, but as in summer the values are more extreme and there are more days with extremely low PET values. The time of the day they occur remains the same at 7:00. The warmest times of day are still the hours after the sun's zenith between 13:00 and 16:00. Then the maximum values lie at about −5.0°C. At 22:00 PET starts to drop to values below −30.0°C and reaches its minimum around 4:00 with values close to −40.0°C. A significant monthly pattern is not visible, but there is a cold spot in the second decade of January as it was observed before in the yearly course of PET for zone 2. Since zone 3 is the one with the lowest building density, it has the highest occurrence frequencies of extreme PET values. In Figure 6 the second decade of January shows that 76.1% of all values are below −20.0°C. As a contrast in the first decade of July 17.8% of all PET values lie above 29.1°C. With 26.1% of all values in the second decade of August situated in between 18.1°C and 23.0°C the maximum frequency of comfortable PET values is the lowest in comparison to the other two zones. The least extreme
times marked the end of spring and the beginning of autumn. Still they are not the ones with the highest frequency of comfortable values.

Instead they have a tendency to cold stress with the majority of the values between comfort and strong cold stress. The pattern of maximum and minimum values remains the same in zone 3 since similar meteorological input data were used. However the amplitude of those values reaches its maximum. The hottest time of day was 13:00 with PET values even above 41.0°C. Around 4:00 PET reaches its minimum of about 8.0°C on some days. Usually even then PET does not drop to single digit values but stays in between 13.0°C and 18.0°C. The hottest time of July seems to be the end of the first decade and the beginning of the second. The most comfortable times of the day are the hours from 22:00 to 1:00. At that time most PET values lie in between 18.0°C and 23.0°C. In January the coldest time of day in zone 3 was around 7:00 so about the same time as in zones 1 and 2. The PET values drop below −40.0°C at that time, especially in the ten days from the 8th of January to the 18th of January. The warmest times of the day are still occur between 13:00 and 16:00 making the afternoon and early evening the most pleasant times of the day to be outside on the city square. Still the PET values at that time of day result in extreme cold stress and remain below 0.0°C. Even around 13:00 PET values are closer to −15.0°C than they are to 0.0°C. A day with PET values of single digits below 0.0°C could therefore be considered a comparatively warm day.

4.2. Universal Thermal Climate Index. In general the UTCI values follow the same pattern as the PET values, which is to be expected since both of the indices are based on the human energy budget and are calculated using the same datasets (Table 3).

However the adaptive nature of the UTCI index results in less extreme and more moderate values since clothing and activity are adapted to the surrounding thermal conditions [13]. This presents the opportunity of a more detailed and diverse look at the thermal comfort.

Zone 1 is still the most sheltered and therefore the most comfortable zone. The equivalent temperature calculated with UTCI actually showed more comfortable conditions than that with PET. The adaption of the clothing insulation in combination with the wide range of nonstressful values from 9.0°C to 23.0°C results in a wide range of stress-free UTCI values from spring to autumn with a maximum of comfort in summer. Still the summer months hold more than 30% of moderate to very strong heat stress conditions and winter still remains a time of cold stress varying from extreme to moderate cold stress which makes winter the most stressful time for the human body in terms of the thermal bioclimate. Following the UTCI scale Figure 7 represents the monthly and daily courses of thermal conditions for January and July in zone 1. The warmest time of the day is the time between 13:00 and 16:00, while the lowest values occur between 4:00 and 7:00 although cold stress does not occur. During the warmest time of the day, UTCI reached moderate heat stress values on several occasions. But in general July can be considered a comfortable month. The monthly course showed three phases of high UTCI values with the first being in the beginning of the first decade, the second at the end of the first decade, and the third in the middle of the third decade.
Winter (example in this case January) in zone 1 presents itself to be much less comfortable than summer. The daily course remains the same with the warmest time being between 13:00 and 16:00 and the coldest around 7:00. In contrast to summer there were no periods without thermal stress. Throughout the whole month the body suffers from moderate to very strong cold stress. The highest values lie between \(0.0\, ^\circ\text{C}\) and \(-13.0\, ^\circ\text{C}\) while the coldest are close to \(-40.0\, ^\circ\text{C}\). The coldest time of January is in the middle of the second decade from the 12th until the 17th of January, while the highest values occurred at 13:00 between the 23rd and the 27th (Figure 7).

The thermal dynamics in zone 2 were observed to be similar to those in zone 1 but with about 5% more heat stress in the summer months. Comfortable values occurred from the midst of March until the end of October. The month with the most heat stress is July with its second decade being the one with almost 30% of heat stress values. Winter still presented a time of constant cold stress varying in its intensity from extreme to moderate and with the second decade of January as the coldest period of the year. With about 42.1% of all values below \(-27.0\, ^\circ\text{C}\) this decade showed the highest frequency of very strong cold stress values. The second decade

Table 3: Mean number of days per year with UTCI values within a specific class for the 3 zones as well as for the climate station in Birobidzhan (2000–2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UTCI (°C)</th>
<th>WMO station</th>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
<th>Zone 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;=-30</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;=-20</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;=-10</td>
<td>117.2</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td>109.6</td>
<td>109.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0</td>
<td>170.1</td>
<td>156.1</td>
<td>157.0</td>
<td>156.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15 ≤ X ≤ 30)</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(18 ≤ X ≤ 27)</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;29</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;35</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;41</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Monthly and daily dynamics of thermal comfort in winter (January) and summer (July) calculated with UTCI for Birobidzhan, zone 1.
of December shows 92.4% of all values being below $-13.0^\circ C$ resulting in at least strong cold stress conditions. As in zone 1, the summer months are the ones that present the most comfortable outdoor conditions but also the most heat stress. The thermal dynamics of zone 2 for July were used as an example for the thermal dynamics in summer. The time of the highest thermal stress is the time between 13:00 and 16:00 with UTCI values above $32.0^\circ C$. Also around 10:00 and 19:00 the human body can experience slight heat stress on some days. The coldest time of the day is the time between 4:00 and 7:00. During this time the values drop almost to the range of cold stress. In the course of July there are three hot spots. The first two occur in the first decade while the last hotspot lies in the middle of the third decade. Winter in zone 2 presents itself with constant cold stress. In January the highest values for UTCI occur in the afternoon between 13:00 and 16:00. During this time UTCI lies between 0.0$^\circ C$ and $-13.0^\circ C$ causing moderate to strong cold stress. In the course of the night the values start to drop to reach their minimum values below $-27.0^\circ C$ around 4:00 to 7:00. At this time the human body experiences very strong cold stress. The coldest time of January is between the 10th and the 16th, while the, least cold days are closer to the end of the month.

Since it has the most open space, zone 3 presents itself with the least comfortable thermal conditions. The summer months show the highest frequency of heat stress values, while, in winter the frequency of strong and very strong cold stress is increased. Still summer shows the most comfortable setting with up to 70% of all values being within one decade in the class of $9.0$ to $27.0^\circ C$. The highest heat stress occurs in summer around the same time in the middle of July and the beginning of August. In winter the human body experiences exclusively cold stress with 43.9% of all values being between $-27.0^\circ C$ and $39.9^\circ C$; the second decade of January shows the most extreme conditions; while the second decade of December can be considered the coldest in general with 92.6% of all values below $-13.0^\circ C$. Times of no thermal stress occur from the midst of March to the midst of November even though they are very rare at those times. In spring and autumn the range of UTCI covers everything from thermal stress to strong cold stress and in rare cases even heat stress. The warmest time of day in zone 3 in summer is still the time from 13:00 to 16:00, but the occurrence of UTCI values outside the range of no thermal stress around 10:00 and 19:00 is increased. Also the three hotspots in the monthly course that could be observed in zones 1 and 2 are not as prominent because they are closer together and cover more days. From 22:00 to 7:00 the values are the lowest with a minimum around 4:00. Still they do not present any cold stress since they stay quite far above $9^\circ C$. In zone 3 the winter season presents itself with the same dynamics as those in the other zones. It shows its coldest period in January from the 8th to the 17th in the monthly course and in general from 4:00 to 7:00 in the daily course. The warmest time of the day is the time between 13:00 and 16:00 but even then the UTCI values do not exceed the range of cold stress. In the coldest hours UTCI values drop far below $-27.0^\circ C$ and get close to $-40.0^\circ C$.

5. Discussion

The results of the calculations and simulations as well as the measurements of the meteorological parameters show a clear picture of the thermal conditions in terms of the human bioclimate in the JAR. In general it can be concluded that the JAR has a very big gradient of thermal conditions throughout the year not only in the direct thermal parameters such as $T_\text{air}$ and $T_\text{mrt}$ [23, 24] but also in the secondary parameters such as VP and RH. The wind is not so much bound to an annual cycle and therefore influences the thermal conditions in a similar pattern throughout the year. The thermal comfort has been determined with PET and UTCI and they exhibited similar dynamics in the annual course. However they indicate a great difference in their values. While PET shows a lot of very extreme values and only little thermal comfort throughout the year, UTCI shows a lot of nonstressful conditions especially in the summer months. This difference was to be expected since PET has been calculated with the same base parameters for the entire year while UTCI is an adaptive index which results in a less extreme setting. Since it can be assumed that no one is wearing a light business suit (clo = 0.9) in winter in the Russian Far East the adaption of this parameter seems to result in a more realistic assessment. Still the winter season holds a lot of cold stress and in contrast to summer has no comfortable values at all.

In case of cold stress in winter it does not matter whether it is calculated with PET or UTCI. In both cases winter is not comfortable. The only difference is the range of values. While calculated with PET there are more extreme cold stress values, UTCI results strong rather in than extreme cold stress. The thermal conditions in summer, however, differ greatly depending on the applied index. While PET depicts a rather harsh picture of the thermal conditions in summer, UTCI shows a lot of nonstressful values. This difference is the result of the different procedures of calculating the indices as well as the different index classes applied to the definitions of thermal comfort. While PET provides only a narrow window of thermal comfort ($18.0^\circ C$ to $23.0^\circ C$), UTCI considers a much wider range ($9.0$ to $27.0^\circ C$) comfortable or at least not stressful for the human body [2, 3, 5]. The result of this calculation is a very comfortable thermal situation in summer with about 30% of the values resulting in slight to strong heat stress and the remaining 70% being comfortable. PET shows most of the variability in its classed values during summer. It shows little thermal comfort but wide rather a range from extreme heat stress to moderate cold stress. How wide the range of PET or UTCI is and how narrow the window of comfortable values is depend on the surrounding structures as well. The higher the building density is in an area and the more vegetation there is, the more comfortable are outdoor conditions are. In summer this is the result of shading effects and the resulting reduction of $T_\text{mrt}$ and in winter the high urban density results in a reduction of heat loss due to long wave radiation. As a result the outdoor areas of the residential area (zone 1) can be considered the most comfortable one throughout the year while the city square (zone 3) is the least comfortable due to its high exposure to the elements.
The results also show the influence of all the parameters that are part of the calculations of PET. The higher the relative humidity is the more extreme is the thermal impact of $T_a$ and $T_{mrt}$ is. The wind always has a cooling effect (except when the air temperature is higher than the surface temperatures of humans), but its role in this region is very important since the occurrence of high wind velocities is rather rare. The main impact on the human thermal bioclimate in this region lies with the air temperature and the mean radiant temperature. Therefore the best possibilities for human interference lie in the reduction of irradiation. Using wind channelling to reduce $T_a$ in summer seems premature since the same action would lead to even more extreme cold stress during winter. Another way to reduce thermal stress in urban areas of the JAR would be the increase of vegetation.

According to a paper on thermal strain due to a change in locations within the Russian Far East [25] the difference in thermal comfort during the winter months is negligible due to an overall extreme cold stress which makes the results of this study applicable for the whole region in winter. In summer, however, the thermal conditions within the Far East district vary greatly making more localized investigations necessary for a thorough assessment of preferable urban outdoor structures in summer.

On the topic of the change of extreme climate regions due to global climate change it can be assumed that the overall frequency of extremely cold days is reduced in favour of an increase in heat stress days which would lead to an overall increase in thermal comfort for regions of high cold stress [26]. In a region of high gradients of thermal comfort like the JAR, however, the result would rather be a shift in types of thermal discomfort than an increase of comfortable days.

In comparison, Freiburg in south western Germany which lies at the same latitude (48°N) but at a very different longitude (9°E) than Birobidzhan (127°E) has a very different climate setting. In Birobidzhan the annual climate variation is much higher and is based on the summer monsoon or the Siberian high pressure area. In Freiburg climate is much more dependent on the pressure systems in the northern Atlantic especially the Northern Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the interaction with the alpine climate system. As a result the climate in Freiburg is much less extreme. In particular in winter the thermal parameters show a much more moderate situation [22, 27, 28]. In summer being located on a wide open space with close to no vegetation Freiburg and Birobidzhan present similar heat stress conditions [27–29]. This difference in climate situations shows a longitudinal dependency of the regional climate that is not at all linked to the classic climate zones which depend on the latitude but rather to its proximity to pressure systems and its location in the path of meteorological phenomena such as a monsoon or El Niño.

6. Conclusions

After analysing the results of measurements and calculations it can be concluded that the JAR is a climatic extreme region with a massive gradient of thermal comfort conditions. However there is a variety of possibilities for adaption to this phenomenon. The first and most simple one is of course to follow the saying “there is no bad weather, just a bad choice of clothing” and to choose the right clothing for the meteorological situation. This action is taken into consideration in the application of UTCI and it shows a significant moderation of the otherwise unpleasant conditions in late spring, summer, and early autumn. In the cold season, however, even clothing does not help much. It moderates the extreme cold stress but it does not suffice to relieve the human body entirely. To gain a maximum of cold stress reduction it is therefore necessary to make sure that one stays outside as little as possible and—if one does stay outside—to choose the location wisely. According to the results of this study the wisest decision would be to avoid wide open spaces and to remain in areas of high urban density. Another important factor is of course the time of the day. While it is advisable to choose the morning and late afternoon hours of the day and to avoid noon and early afternoon for outside chores in summer, the opposite
can be said about winter. The least thermal stress in winter occurs for all zones in the time between 13:00 and 16:00 which makes it the most pleasant time to be outside. Staying outside at night especially in the hours of early morning around 4:00 would be ill advised since those are the hours of the strongest cold stress.

For planning purposes in this region or regions affected by a similar climate it can be concluded that a high urban density combined with a fair amount of inner city vegetation would be a preferable setting to reduce thermal stress. This measure would be especially preferable for locations that are equally important throughout the year such as public transport stops, train stations, or other points of public interest.

Appendix

See Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13.
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